COMO PLANETARIUM

PRE-SCHOOL

Student-centered lessons designed by experienced educators.

One World, One Sky film featuring Elmo and Big Bird. Brief live tour of the Earth and moon (50-minute program).

1ST GRADE

Moon program that includes short film, live models and close-up views of the moon. Specially designed for first graders (60-minute program).

3RD TO 5TH GRADE

Earth, Moon and Sun film (30 minutes) and an educator guided live-tour (30 minutes). Addresses some of the third-grade standards.

3RD GRADE

PLANETARIUM PLUS

Educator guided solar system tour (40 minutes in the planetarium) along with Earth and sun models (classroom 20 minutes). Addresses several third-grade science standards with interactive methods.

Other Programming:

CONSTITUTION TOUR

Seasonal Star Gazing (short film) along with a live educator to guide you through the sky. Learn how to identify stars and constellations with a variety of readily available tools.

COSMIC COLORS + NIGHT SKY TOUR

Cosmic Colors film explores the light spectrum plus more (30 minutes). Then a live educator will guide your group to identify special objects in the sky (red giants, other galaxies and more).

For more information or specialized programs contact Sarah Weaver sarah.weaver@spps.org | 651-293-5398